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Abstract 
 

Indian economy depends heavily on its agriculture system. Horticulture sector has a major share in Indian agrarian economy. Therefore 

for agriculture industry to grow, the effective growth and improved yield of fruits is necessary. Diseased fruit production lays down various 

sensitive issues that can create various crises including reduced exports. To tackle such situations farmers need manual monitoring of fruits 

in all the development phases till harvest. But manual monitoring may not always give satisfactory results, owing to the subjective nature 

of the process. In order to reduce this stress, the technological support for such monitoring of fruit diseases was introduced. Image pro-

cessing is one of the widely accepted areas for fruit disease detection and classification. With accurate disease diagnosis, the proper control 

actions can be taken at appropriate time. This paper is intended to aid in the analysis of various techniques and methodologies used in fruit 

disease detection so far. 
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1. Introduction 

The agriculture is more than just a feeding area these days. A fine 

amount of country’s economy is dependent on the agriculture. With 

such a value, this area needs consideration for development and pro-

duction. According to certain scientific analysis, the demand for 

food and the production ratio is going to be 80:30 approximately in 

the upcoming years. So in order to deal with such situations, the 

more technical and focused approach should be implemented for the 

production. Agronomy is a combination of various branches e.g., 

aeroponic, geoponic, hydroponic as shown in figure 1.These 

branches include different sub-branches which include all technical 

and non-technical fields of agriculture. Horticulture comes under the 

geoponic category. This area is widely followed all over the world 

anddue to frequent climatic changes; this area is also prone to many 

diseases. Therefore, to detect the diseases, automatic disease detec-

tion techniques are beneficial. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Hierarchy of Agriculture. 

2. Image processing 

Image processing is the area, which deals with the processing of dif-

ferent images by means of a computer to get the desired results. The 

various steps involved in image processing, shown in Figure 2 fol-

lows. 

2.1. Image acquisition 

Image acquisition is theprocess of restoring an image from some 

origin e.g., a hardware based resource. 

2.2. Pre-processing 

The image preprocessing aims at correcting the degree of degrada-

tion in an image with the use of some specified steps. For this pur-

pose, the prior information is necessary. It is performed mainly to 

increase the reliability of the data. 

2.3. Feature extraction 

It is the process of finding the reduced set of data of a given large 

data set. The reduced data set obtained is having all the feature of 

the initial data set. The various feature extraction techniques fol-

lowed are Principal component analysis, deep feature synthesis, la-

tent semantic analysis, edge detection, blob detection etc. 

2.4. Classification 

The classification is mainly done on the basis of supervised and un-

supervised learning. Generally fuzzy logic, artificial neural network 

and chain codes are used for this process 
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Fig. 2: Flow Chart of Image Processing. 

3. Literature review 

Mrunmayee et al [1] present a diagnostic theory of Pomegranate 

plant diseases using the neural networks. In their paper they deal 

with the issues of plant pathology i.e., disease detection and classi 

fication.The diseases which they took into consideration were Bac-

terial Blight, Fruit Spot, Fruit Rot and Leaf Spot. k- means cluster-

ing technique was used for segmentation in which the distance be-

tween two pixels was measured by squared Euclidean distance.. 

Feature extraction was done by using Gray Level Co-occurrence 

Matrix (GLCM) for obtaining the statistical texture features namely 

energy, covariance, sum entropy, difference entropy, entropy, infor-

mation measure of correlation, inverse difference and contrast. By 

obtaining these results, a Multilayer Perceptrons (MLP) using back-

propagation algorithm for the images was used in a neural network. 

A back-propagation algorithm with three phases’ namely-training 

phase, recall phase and generalization phase was inducedPranjali et 

al [2] worked on the most widely grown fruit crop of India i.e., 

Grape. In their study they took the grape leaves into consideration. 

They focused on the bacterial, fungal and viral causes of the disease 

e.g., Powdery Mildew and Downy Mildew. The detection and clas-

sification of grape leaf disease was done. The given image is resized 

to size 300*300 and then the thresholding is done to get all green 

color components. K-means algorithm is used in segmentation. For 

feature extraction the main type of features taken into consideration 

are shape, color and texture. First RGB was converted into HSV and 

then the image was subdivided into blocks and then mean, block 

variance and skewness is computed. For classification the Linear 

Support Vector Machine (LSVM) is used. P. Revathi et al [3] pro-

posed an edge detection technique method for classifying cotton 

leaf diseases. Foliar the fungal disease was studied. HPCCD pro-

posed algorithm is used to detect and categorize the disease. Colored 

image segmentation is done using RGB color models. Filtered data 

is then classified to identify the disease spots.Jun et al [4] gave a n 

automatic segmentation method to detect the defects on the citrus 

surface eroded by diseases using circulatory threshold segmenta-

tion. The erosion coefficient is used to quantify the erosion degree. 

A comparative approach of performance of circulatory threshold 

Segmentation with respect to the Ostu segmentation method is pro-

posed.Swati et al [5] used support vector machine and chain code to 

detect and classify the apple fruit diseases. They worked on scrub 

apple and bitter rot like diseases. For segmentation, the morpholog-

ical operations were used. Multi-class support vector machine was 

used for classification.Ashwani et al [6] introduced fruit disease de-

tection technique using color, texture analysis and artificial neural 

network. K-means clustering was used for segmentation and Open-

CV library was used in implementation. Artificial neural network 

concept was used in pattern matching and classification.Muhammad 

et al [7] implemented fuzzy logic and image processing in the orchid 

disease detection. The leaves were preprocessed using gray-scaling, 

threshold segmentation and noise removal. Fuzzification, fuzzy in-

ference and defuzzification is used to find the results.Shiv et al [8] 

detected and classified apple fruit diseases using complete binary 

patterns. K-means clustering method is used in segmentation, and 

after feature extraction the Multi-class support vector machine is 

used for classification. Manish et al[9[ proposed pomegranate dis-

ease detection using image processing a web based tool is provided 

to identify the fruit disease. Feature extraction and clustering is done 

by k-means algorithm. Support vector machine which is used for 

classification. 

4. Pre–post processing approach analysis 

The use of different approaches by different authors so far is dis-

cussed in table.1 and figure.3 as follows. 

4.1. Image segmentation 

It is the process of portioning the digital image into different por-

tions, such that the given data bifurcated and the respective useful 

information can be obtained from the given large data set. With this 

property use, the meaningful analysis can be done due to simplifica-

tion. In image segmentation the labeling of the pixels is done so that 

the same type of pixels will share the same characteristics and thus 

can be grouped together and analysis becomes easy. Image segmen-

tation can mostly be performed on the basis of color, texture or in-

tensity. 

4.2. Feature extraction 

It is the process of building the informative and non-redundant ex-

tracted data set from the initial values of the given data set. It is 

mainly the process of dimensionality reduction. The features thus 

extracted are expected to contain the relevant information related to 

the given initial data set. 

4.3. Classification 

 In machine learning and statistics, classification is the process of 

observing the new categories on the basis of observed sets, to which 

training set of data is formed. Classification depending on the nature 

of training data set can be differentiated as supervised and unsuper-

vised learning. An algorithm that implements concrete classifica-

tion is known as classifier. 

 

 
Table 1: Tabular Representation of Different Approaches Used So Far 

S. no Author Name Segmentation Approach Feature Extraction Classifier 

1 Jun Lu et al Circularity gradient method B component of RGB color model is used to No classifier used 

 [4]  Extract features.  

2 Mrunmaye et k- means clustering algorithm GLCM method Artificial neural networks 
 al [1]    

3 Pranjali et al k- means clustering algorithm Color features are extracted Support Vector Machines (SVM). 

 [2]    
4 Swati et al Morphological techniques Color, shape, texture and energy features Support Vector Machines (SVM) 

 [5]  areinvolved in feature extraction. With radial kernel. 

5 Ashvani et al k-means clustering algorithm SURF algorithm Mathematical model is used for 
 [6]   classification 

6 Shiv Ram et k-means clustering algorithm Feature extraction based on the Global Color Multi-class Support Vector 

 al [8]  Histogram (GCH), Color Coherence Vector Machine (MVSM). 
   (CCV), Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is  

   performed  

7 Muhammd et Image gray scaling and Ostu method Membership functions are used. 

FEATURE EXTRAC-
TION 

CLASSIFICATION 

PREPROCESSING 

IMAGE ACQUISITION 
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 al [7] determining  Fuzzy inference is used. 

    Defuzzification method is 
    implemented. 

8 Manisha et k-means clustering algorithm Color, morphology and CCV. Support Vector Machines (SVM). 

 al [9]    

 

 
Fig. 3: Block Diagram of Fruit Disease Detection Using Image Processing. 

 

5. Review of different fruit detection methodol-

ogies 

 
Table 2: Review of Different Fruit Detection Methodologies 

Author Title 
Data 

Set 
Methodology Conclusion 

Jun Lu et 

al [4] 

Detecting Defects on Citrus 
Surface Based on Circularity 

Threshold Segmentation 

200 
data 

sets. 

 “Automatic segmentation” method proposed to detect de-

fects on citrus surface eroded by diseases and pests 
based on “circularity threshold” segmentation. 

 “Erosion coefficient “is used to quantify the erosion de-

gree. 

 “Circularity gradient “segmentation is used. 

 Segmentation approach used was compared to “Ostu seg-

mentation” method for the performance check. 

 “RGB color” model used for finding a contrast between 

background and the fruits and most obvious results were 

found in the “B component” 

 Map in the RGB color model. 

15.58%improvement using circularity 
gradient method with respect to Global 

Otsu method 

Mrun-

maye et 

al [1] 

Diagnosis of Pomegranate 

Plant Diseases using Neural 

network 

500 

data 

sets. 

 Training and testing of the images is done. 

 The color images are preprocessed using the filters and 

then undergo k–means clustering segmentation. 

 GLCM method is used to extract texture features and 

thus the results are given to the artificial neural network 

 Good fruit and good leaf gives 

100% result. 

 Leaf spot gives 87.50%. Bacterial 

blight gives 85.71%. 

 White fruit spot and fruit rot gives 

83.33% results. 

 The overall accuracy is 

 90%. 

Pranjali 

et al [2] 

SVM Classifier Based Grape 

Leaf Disease Detection 

137 
data 

sets 

 Preprocessing of the images is done by resizing, thresh-

olding, and Gaussian filtering. 

 K-means clustering algorithm is used for segmentation. 

Texture and color features are used for feature extrac-
tion. Image feature database is classified using the sup-

port vector machines 

 (SVM). 

 The results based on only on tex-

ture are 100%. 

 Texture + color results are 88.89% 

accurate. 

Swati et 

al [5] 

Detection and Classification for 

apple fruit diseases using sup-

port vector machine and chain 
code. 

300 
data 

sets 

 Worked mainly on three data sets of apple namely- nor-

mal apple, scrub apple, bitter rot apple. 

 Data preprocessing is done. 

 RGB to Gray conversion, median filter, edge detector and 

morphology techniques are used for image segmenta-

tion. Color, shape, texture and energy features are in-
volved in feature extraction. 

 Chain code is prepared on the basis of the outer edge of 

the object and travelling direction. 

Support vector machine with radial basis 
kernel achieves 98% classification accu-

racy. 
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 Multi class support vector machines with radial kernel 

support Training and classification. 

Ashvani 

et al [6] 

Fruit Disease Detection using 
Color, Texture Analysis and 

ANN 

n/a 

 Diagnose and classify external disease within fruits. 

 Open CV library used for implementation. K- means 

clustering algorithm is used for segmentation. 

 Trained database of infected image is generated using ar-

tificial neural network. 

 SURF algorithm is used as locator and descriptor for ex-

tracting the features based on the color, morphology, 

structure and texture. 

 Blob Analysis is used to determine the scope of interest. 

 Pattern matching is applied on the basis of the concept of 

artificial neural network. 

 Mathematical model is given for feature 

 Extraction of image classification. 

A solution is proposed for the grape, ap-
ple and pomegranate fruit disease detec-

tion with minor computational effort. 

    - Morphological filter is used for the noise - COA:- 

    Removal. 0.399- 0.729 

    - The data after preprocessing is acquired by  

    Using the image processing toolbox in MATLAB.  

    - For implementing the fuzzy logic, the  

    Membership functions are used.  

    - Fuzzy inference is done.  

    - Defuzzification method e.g., Centre of  

    Maximum (COM), Mean of Maximum (MOM),  

    and the Centre of Area (COA) are used to  

    translate the linguistic value back into crisp  

    Value.  

Manisha Smart Farming: n/a  - Web based tool is provided for disease For Bacterial Blight the 

et al [9] Pomegranate Disease   Detection. Overall accuracy is 82%. 

 Detection Using Image   - K-means clustering is used for segmentation.  

 Processing.   - Feature extraction on the basis of color,  

    Morphology and CCV.  

    - SVM is used for classification.  

 

6. Conclusion 

Based on the different diseases, the different approaches were used 

by authors to detect the fruit diseases under image processing. The 

focus should be on how to collect or take the images. The images 

should be taken under the precise and static environment so that the 

accuracy and performance thus obtained is vital and viable. Through 

this paper, we have studied different approaches and their accuracy 

and performance level. According to our study in image segmenta-

tion, the k-means clustering algorithm is most prominently used due 

to ease and accuracy, while in case of classifiers; the SVM classifiers 

have shown more accuracy and usage. Under this area more futur-

istic work can be performed as there is lot of scope under various 

parameters in this area which have not been taken under study till 

now. 
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